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Happy Birthday to AILA! And what a 
birthday bash it was!
AILA had many highlights over the 2016/2017 year and some 
of them were:  

 » The sell out Festival of Landscape Architecture in 
Canberra!

 » The Parks Changing Australia Campaign which included 
exhibitions at the National Museum, Virgin Lounges and an 
inflight documentary on Landscape Architecture;

 » Delivered the new National Awards program, with a record 
303 entries;

 » We were invited to sit on the Federal Government Cities 
Reference Group;Significant media coverage for our 
members, projects and issues;

 » Delivered www.foreground.com.au

 » Delivered a comprehensive review of and passed a 
new AILA Constitution;Crafted and delivered a suite of 
celebration activities for AILA’s 50th Birthday… And we had 
lots of fun! 

These highlights could not have been achieved without the 
support of our Corporate Partners:

Principal Corporate Partner: Lappset Australia

Major Corporate Partners: Austral Bricks, Austral Masonry and 
HardieDeck

Supporting Corporate Partners: Street Furniture Australia, Lawn 
Solutions Australia, Cabots and ACO Australia

National Sponsors: WoodSolutions, Fleming’s Nurseries and 
WE-EF LIGHTING 

At the close of the financial year, we were delighted to welcome 
WE-EF LIGHTING as our new Principal Corporate Partner, and 
look forward to a great partnership.

In addition to our national program, our State Chapters received 
significant support from local sponsors and I would like to deeply 
acknowledge the support provided locally.  

Personally I am truly humbled to have led the incredibly talented 
and dedicated staff at AILA and to work with such a fantastic 
team.  I would like mention to the amazing team of staff including; 

Catherine Horner, Dimity May, Raquel Shanis, Tammy Foley, 
Lucy Sheaves, Catherine Scheen, Carly Wood, Georgina Scriha, 
Sally Bolton, Shelley Kemp, Felicity McGahan, Martha Delfas 
and Carmen Williams.

I would also like to acknowledge and thank the State Presidents 
and Executives, both outgoing and incoming, for their energy and 
leadership within local Chapters. Further, AILA National President 
Linda Corkery and the National Board for their leadership and 
support throughout the year. 

This is my final CEO message for the organisation and I would 
like to say a very big thank you to all the members, staff and 
supporters that have contributed to this great organisation over 
the years. It has been a delight and inspiration to work with you all.

Shahana McKenzie
CEO

Happy Birthday AILA + thank you to all those who had the 
vision to begin this incredible journey not just for we, its 
practitioners, but also for the landscape itself, its natural 
processes, its indigenous people, and for the people who 
live, enjoy + are inspired by it. I’m very proud to be part 
of this profession.
Christine Hay
AILA

Extract from book of messages celebrating AILA’s 50th Birthday

CEO Report
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[3]Happy Birthday 
AILA! Having been 
a member for 43 
of the 50 years, 
it is amazing how 
far we have come 
in that time. 
Hope the next 50 
years is just as 
successful. 
Adrian Pilton
FAILA

Extract from book of messages celebrating 

AILA’s 50th Birthday
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Dear Members and Friends of AILA,
As I write this President’s message for the 2016-2017 Annual 
Report, the first National Board of Directors to take office under 
the new AILA Constitution is nine months into its tenure.  Our 
term began on a high note last October during the Institute’s 
50th anniversary celebrations in Canberra, and it has continued 
to be a busy and productive time since then. We appreciate the 
smooth hand over made possible by the splendid work of the 
last Board, working closely with our CEO, Shahana McKenzie. 

I’m pleased to report that, for three consecutive years, AILA 
has achieved a positive financial year-end result. This can 
be attributed, in large part, to the careful guidance of our 
CEO, working with the state chapter to manage income and 
expenditures, aligning with a key strategic commitment to achieve 
a sustainable AILA.

So many of AILA’s fundamental activities rely on the goodwill 
and commitment of our members who volunteer their time and 
energy on state and national committees for the benefit of all 
members. For example, in recent months, the Board has been 
pleased to review and adopt a new Landscape Architectural 
Competitions Policy, and launch the salary and fee scale survey. 
We have also welcomed the National Membership Committee’s 
comprehensive review of membership categories, refreshment of 
the professional registration process, and associated programs 
of continuing professional development. Recommendations 
made through this valuable work will soon be presented to 
members for comment.

The recent mid-year changeover of the State Chapter executives 
is a reminder of the significant role of State Presidents and 
their executives, as well as the invaluable contribution of local 
members who give their time to help realise the goals of AILA’s 
Strategic Plan at the local level. Their dedication and passion 
for the profession and the Institute is evident in the programs of 
continuing professional development and other chapter initiatives 
taking place throughout 
the states. Their 
commitment to advocacy 
and engagement with 
members underpins all 
that we are working for 
at the national level. 
Thank you!

We’re so fortunate to 
have such a committed 
and highly proficient 
team in the National 
Office, applying their 
talents and skills to 
ensure the continued 
growth and effectiveness 
of AILA. Together with 
our dedicated and 
talented State Chapter 

managers, these individuals are vital to the success of so many 
dimensions of the Institute’s operations, and will continue to play 
a valuable role as AILA moves forward. 

The Board is currently overseeing a major change for the 
organisation with the departure of our CEO. Having served as 
the Institute’s CEO since February 2014, Shahana has resigned 
to embark on a new career direction effective from the end of 
August 2017. She stepped into that role at a challenging time for 
AILA and through her leadership, dedication and commitment to 
the role, she has worked with the Board to bring about significant 
organisational reform.

On behalf of the Board and the membership, I express our 
sincere appreciation to Shahana for her many outstanding 
contributions to and achievements for AILA over the past three 
and half years. Shahana leaves AILA a financially sound and 
highly regarded professional organisation that is well positioned 
for continued growth and increasing influence. Shahana, we thank 
you and wish you all the very best in your future endeavours.

The CEO recruitment process was conducted by National Board 
Director, Shaun Walsh, National President, Mark Frisby, and 
myself in time for the appointment of a new CEO by the 2017 
Festival in Sydney.

Concurrent with the 50th Anniversary event last year was the 
launch of AILA’s new multi-media digital platform, Foreground. The 
previous Board’s decision to move from a quarterly publication to 
a digital platform and an annual publication has the full support 
of the current AILA Board. Since its launch, Foreground has 
enjoyed steady growth in all the critical indicators: numbers of 
visitors, followers, tweets, time spent reading articles, etc. The 
Board maintains an active and ongoing qualitative review of 
the new platform, as well, and are in regular discussion with 
Foreground’s editors to ensure the new platform continues to 
represent the contemporary issues facing our profession in 
Australia. A Working Group is also currently underway formulating 

Dear AILA,Happy 50th Birthday. Thank you for 
defining our profession, growing our industry 
and expanding the horizons of our future. Best 
Wishes
Adam, Lucy, Sarah and all of AECOM

Extract from book of messages celebrating AILA’s 50th Birthday

National President's 
Report
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ideas for the annual publication which we look forward to seeing 
it distributed to all members in December. As the Board prepares 
for the coming year, there are many initiatives that are already 
underway or that we have resolved to initiate, including:

 » Reviewing and updating AILA’s 2015-2020 Strategy

 » Developing a national Reconciliation Action Plan (RAP), 
guided by a recently established Working Group,following 
on from the positive work undertaken by the Victorian 
Chapter’s “Connection to Country” Working Group.

 » Undertaking a Gender Equity study to better understand 
the career experiences of women members of AILA and 
identify opportunities for the Institute to assist where 
needed.

 » Reviewing AILA’s relationship with IFLA and exploring the 
potential benefits of re-engaging with the international 
organisation and initiating more outward involvement with 
similar membership associations the Asia Pacific region, 
and;

 » Developing a student/work experience/intern framework.

We have also resolved as a Board to undertake an annual 
formal review of our own Board performance and governance 
procedures, to ensure that we are maintaining excellence in 
how we are serving the AILA membership.

It is an honour to serve in the role of AILA’s National President, 
working collaboratively with the other members of the Board. 
Many thanks to my fellow directors—Angus Bruce, Sara Padgett 
Kjaersgaard, Barbara Schaffer and Shaun Walsh. The group 
dynamic is positive and open, and we enjoy energetic discussions 
focused on progressing AILA’s strategic goals: continuing to grow 
the membership, building the profile of the profession and the 
Institute, effectively advocating to government at all levels, and 
ensuring a sustainable organisation through excellent governance 
and financial management. 

And, to our most important constituents, our members: to all the 
students, young graduates and busy practitioners, and senior 
members who are still vigorously contributing...many thanks for 
your active engagement, ongoing support, and enthusiasm as 
we move into the next phase of AILA’s organisational growth 
and development.

Linda Corkery
FAILA

National President

Happy B’Day AILA!!Congrats 
on establishing a wonderful 
organisation and giving 
young LA’s like myself the 
opportunity to practice in 
our wonderful industry. See 
you at the 100th
Rohit

Extract from book of messages celebrating AILA’s 50th Birthday



NSW State President
Gareth Collins, AILA 
AILA NSW has continued to build on the strengths and direction 
developed through 2015-16 supported by our committed and 
active Committees. Over the last year AILA NSW:

 » Delivered major events on key issues of the city and the 
profession such as the Streets 2.0 conference, the NSW 
Living Cities Summit to develop our own local objectives 
and Connecting to Country event to assist professionals in 
understanding how to practice in a more culturally aware 
manner and have a deeper understanding of the land that 
we shape through our work.

 » Contributed to many forums and industry events, including 
AECOM Greening the City workshop, involvement with the 
AIA and the City of Sydney in preparing the World Design 
Capital 2020 Sydney bid (Sydney is currently shortlisted), 
and active participation in the AIA Built Environment 
Committee.

 » Made submissions to government on the Greater Sydney 
Commission District Plans, Infrastructure SEPP, and to 
RMS on Clear Zone requirements in cities. We also joined 
forces with AIA to reject the subdivision of a significant 
heritage site in North Parramatta.

 » Was represented on the NSW Government design policy 
‘Better Placed’ feedback panel. We held successful meetings 
with the newly appointed Minister for Western Sydney 
who made it clear he wants to work with us to make sure 
Western Sydney isn’t a collection of expensive bits of 
infrastructure, but a city that people want to live in.  This 
highlights the success of our ‘Parkland City’ concept with 
the Greater Sydney Committee also adopting this concept in 
their Directions for a Greater Sydney vision. And lastly, the 
Landbridge Position Paper prepared by RMS with input from 
AILA NSW – ‘Restitching the Built Fabric’ to help support 
landscape architects on transport infrastructure projects.

 » Welcomed over 85 new members and delivered a state 
budget well in excess of its forecasted profit.

VIC State President
Emma Appleton, AILA
In 2016-2017, AILA Victoria has consolidated the foundation 
work of 2015-2016, with a focus on advocating to Government, 
raising the profile of the profession and ensuring a sustainable 
chapter. With the membership base growing to over 1000 
members, enabled by applications from many senior landscape 
architects, and AILA Fresh’s active engagement with new 
students and recent graduates, AILA Victoria continues to 
have the largest membership in Australia.

Two ‘Premier’ events, focusing on thought leadership and 
attracting a broad cross section of the membership and allied 
professions were hosted by AILA Victoria. The ‘Living Cities’ 
forum, sponsored by Flemings Nurseries and Lawn Solutions in 
November 2016, drew an audience of over 100 people to hear 
key influencers across Government and industry discuss the 
importance of green infrastructure to the future of our state. ‘An 
evening with Thomas Woltz,’ sponsored by Fleming’s Nurseries 
and RMIT in February 2017, inspired many with descriptions 
of the New York practice’s large scale, poetic projects.

The partnership between the Victorian Chapters of AILA, AIA 
and PIA gained momentum with three co-hosted events on key 
urban issues and culminating in the PIA International Women’s 
Day breakfast. Alongside these events, nine technical and 
professional development events were sponsored by our key 
partners, continuing productive relationships. The program 
included Mornington Lighting Tour (September 2016) and 
Sustainable Lighting Event both with We-ef (December 2016), 
Modeling Practice, led by Cultivate with City of Melbourne 
(October 2016), Working with Water with Austral Masonry 
(October 2016), a Christmas event for AILA members sponsored 
by Hardie Deck (December 2016), We-ef Lighting’s Blackbook 
launch (March 2017), Learning from Docklands Park with 
Celebrity Lawn Series (March 2017), Playspace and fitness 
stations with Lappset (May 2017), and a Public Sector Technical 
Talk by Street Furniture Australia.

This Executive reflects on the ‘Connection to Country’ strategy 
to be the project we are most proud of championing during 
our term. The work includes the development of a strategy, 
a full day symposium in March 2016, the development of a 
National Position Statement, and the drafting of a National 
Reconciliation Action Plan (RAP). Initiated and led by Anne 
Marie Pisani, with input from the Committee and the Executive, 
this work sets a strong foundation to actively advance the 
relationship of landscape architects with Victorian Indigenous 
Communities, to increase knowledge of Victorian Indigenous 
Culture and to embed this knowledge into the teaching and 
practice of Landscape Architecture. We hope the new Executive 
will continue to support and champion this significant work.

Chapter 
Highlights
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SA State President
Ben Willsmore, AILA
AILA SA has continued to work hard over the last 12 months 
to advance the initiatives established in 2015-2016 through 
the South Australian Operational Plan and in alignment with 
the National Strategic Plan.

Major Events
AILA SA has collaborated on a range of events to provide 
greater engagement with the local design community and 
increasingly, the general public. These events include 
#beboldforchange Industry Celebration of International 
Women’s Day (with AIA, PIA and DIA), and most recently, 
Urban Infill Development Seminar (with Water Sensitive 
SA).

Annual Awards
Since 2015, South Australia has successfully run a yearly 
awards program, a demonstration of the health of the local 
industry. The yearly program provides an up-to-date body 
of work to raise the profile of the profession with the wider 
community and demonstrate the diversity of ways landscape 
architects help shape more liveable communities. The 2016 
display at the Adelaide Airport presented the profession to a 
huge international audience!

Strategic connections with State Government
AILA SA has built strong ties with three major government 
agencies, the Department of Planning, Transport and 
Infrastructure (DPTI), Department of Environment, Water 
and Natural Resources (DEWNR) and the Department 
of Health and Ageing. The relationships have been built 
through participation in a range of events, advocating on 
behalf of AILA and adding value through targeted submission 
on a range of state wide strategic issues. These initiatives 
have enabled AILA SA to positively contribute to the setting 
of targets within the 30 Year Plan for Greater Adelaide with 
DPTI, continue to provide advice towards the advancement 
of green infrastructure, and most recently act as co-sponsor 
the Department of Health’s - Quality Green Public Space 
Action Plan. The Executive has successfully had senior 
members positioned on key State Government advisory 
committees, to represent the view of the profession.

Member Engagement
AILA SA Executive has worked closely with active members 
to ensure our contributions to State Government are 
reflective of the wider membership.  We have been pleased 
to see the member participation numbers continue to grow 
at targeted events, culminating in the initiation of a Members 
Round Table to regularly address advocacy initiatives with 
interested members.

WA State President 
Andrew Thomas, AILA (current) 
Immediate past 
WA State President
Nathan Greenhill, AILA
AILA WA built momentum from the 2016 Awards to 
demonstrate to Government and the community the value 
of landscape architecture in shaping our community. This 
success is further expressed in the 46 entries to the 2017 
Awards and the high level of social media profiling through 
the awards campaign.

AILA WA welcomed 11 new members, undertook more 
than 10 social and technical events and 9 chapter 
meetings throughout the year providing many opportunities 
for member engagement and discourse.

We have continued to be an active member of the Green 
Space Alliance who advocate to Government and Industry 
about the importance of green space in our communities. 
AILA WA member integration into the working group for the 
Design WA – For a Better Built Environment ensured the 
profession’s view was considered in the development of 
the State Planning Policy.

AILA WA continues to develop strong relationships with 
our partners and seeks new opportunities with partners 
providing member benefits. AILA WA is committed to 
developing key events to engage with industry and further 
member knowledge of the profession.

The executive for 2017 – 2019 was endorsed in June and 
has begun strengthening relationships between practices 
and members. The executive are currently establishing 
their key priorities with the key foci identified as improving 
collaboration with members, high quality and informative 
events, sharing knowledge and building the base of active 
members.

wAILA Fresh also elected a new committee. Their aim 
is to continue to provide leadership for students and 
graduates with a focus to develop strong links between 
AILA members and the university. wAILA Fresh events 
are well organised and attended, their social media profile 
continues to elevate and their involvement with AILA WA 
reinforced through strong relationships.

aila.org.au
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NT State President
Michael White, AILA
It has been a fairly quiet 12 months for the NT Chapter. As a 
very small Chapter we are happy to announce that one new 
registered member joined our group this year. That is a 15% 
increase in membership in the NT.

At our last meeting one of the main topics of discussion was 
how to recognise some of the quality work produced by our 
members. As a small group producing a limited number of 
projects it is not possible to hold our own event. The idea of 
joining another State Chapter awards seems to be the most 
feasible way of getting our work noticed on the National 
stage. We will continue to work with AILA to pursue this idea

Our long standing member, Tony Cox, has been advocating the 
profession through his involvement with the NT Government 
Architect. Tony has been a member of the Government 
Architect’s Expert Design panel since November 2016. 
Key areas of input has been the areas of public realm, heat 
mitigation and early planning for Darwin’s City deals agreement 
with the Federal Government. The other key area of input has 
been in the area of design quality and procurement through 
the NT Government.

We are currently in the process of organising a playground 
design seminar where some interstate ‘gurus’ will come and 
talk to us about current trends and safety standard changes 
that will impact on the work we do. Being a remote chapter 
we relish any opportunity where we can partake in face to 
face CPD events and look forward to this one in particular. We 
welcome any travelling or working landscape architects in the 
NT and if you are ever in Darwin please come and say hello.

ACT State President
Catherine Keirnan, AILA
In 2017 we have been catching our breath after the 2016 
celebrations of the 50th birthday and annual Festival. The 
profile raising of these events showed dividends by ACT 
government politicians and policy makers welcoming our 
participation in civic life and seeking AILA’s contributions on 
local issues, a most effective form of advocacy

These gains in profile raising, also meant the annual Margaret 
Hendry Lecture was well attended in 2017, particularly by 
allied professionals. This ACT signature event showcased 
three passionate and emerging women leaders, speaking 
about what drives them. Coverage by local radio and print 
media was arranged for us by a media consultant and assisted 
by having Tara Cheyne, a new young Member of the ACT’s 
Legislative Assembly, as the evening’s MC.

The Presidents drinks preceded the Lecture and with an 
emphasis on youth achievement, we welcomed three recent 
graduates of the University of Canberra as Registered 
Landscape Architects, plus Suzanne Moulis as the latest 
Institute Fellow.

The Landscape School at the University of Canberra is 
flourishing and the growth in ACT membership, now over 
110, presents the challenge of turning the mostly students 
and new grads into full members.

At the Annual Chapter Meeting in July, members welcomed 
Gay Williamson as President, and continuity will be strong as 
the ‘changing of the guard’ retained the same ACT Executive 
Committee members in different roles. In 2017-2018 we will 
be pursuing the initiatives commenced to build more cohesive 
relationships across public and private sector members.

Yet again I thank the National Office for their continual support 
in the operation of the ACT Chapter, in particular Shahana 
Mackenzie our outgoing CEO.
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QLD State President
Amalie Wright, AILA
This year we farewelled our previous State President, Shaun 
Walsh, following his election to the Board: we thank him for his 
energy and contribution. The Queensland Executive is pleased 
to advise the following updates and initiatives:

Queensland Executive
The State Executive grew in number, and held a strategy 
planning workshop in April to help focus our actions for the next 
year. Our structure has since been revised so all activities and 
sub-committees have a ‘home’ under one of the four elements 
of the national strategic plan. This is an election year and the 
incoming Executive is meeting to elect office-bearers before 
the Annual Chapter Meeting in August.

Awards
The Queensland Awards attracted nearly 50 entries, and 180 
people attended the awards dinner, including the Queensland 
AIA President, State Government Architect, and journalist from 
the Courier Mail.

Happiest of Birthday’s AILA! In 50 years you have achieved 
so much for the profession and industry. I can’t wait to see 
what the next 50 years will hold. Thank you.
Sash Abrell Uniplay/Lappset Rep

Extract from book of messages celebrating AILA’s 50th Birthday

Representation
AILA has been represented on industry and government panels, 
and workshops/forums including Institute of Sustainable Futures, 
ASBEC. We have co-hosted a  number of events including 
Buildings that Breathe (with AIA and Brisbane City Council)

Responses
A substantial response to the draft South East Queensland 
Regional Plan was prepared by the Regional Landscapes 
subcommittee.

QUT Landscape 50th Anniversary
We would like to acknowledge that this marks the 50 years 
of landscape architecture education at QIT/QUT – the first 
Australian institution to successfully offer education leading to 
a professional qualification in Landscape Architecture.

Finally, our State Manager Georgina Schriha has been with 
us for a year now, and we are thankful for her hard work and 
enthusiasm.
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To whoever is reading this in 25/50 
years time: What unites us across the 
years is the same instinct and innate 
understanding of a purpose beyond the 
project, the materials or the character 
of landscape – it’s a bond of intangible 
quality. As Henri Emille put it: “All 
landscape is a condition of the spirit” 
So ‘go well’ Landscape Architect of 2041 
or 2066 and ensure the place you make, 
the environment you nurture speaks to 
the spirit, tells the story. Greetings 
from the exciting first 50 years.
Bernard

Extract from book of messages celebrating AILA’s 50th Birthday

Committee 
Highlights

Financial, Risk Management and Audit
Committee (FRAP) 
Chair: Penny Spiers AILA
The FRAP provides assurance and recommendations to 
National Council on matters relevant to the Institute’s financial 
risk and control framework.  Its role includes protecting 
assets, financial health, financial reporting, budgeting, risk 
management systems, overseeing external audits, compliance 
and investment strategies.

2016/17 FY Achievements

Across the year the FRAP committee met to discuss budgets 
(forecasting and actual), Audit outcomes, updates to the 
Financial Policies and Procedures and other financial matters.  
A summary of achievements and financial matters discussed 
follows. 

Financial Policies & Procedures – Organisation & Administration

The Financial Policies and Procedures is a corporate 
governance document endorsed by National Board that 
documents the internal control procedures for the financial 

management and statutory compliance 
of the Institute. Through these policies 
the National Board authorises some 
officer holders and employees to carry 
out financial functions on its behalf (in 
line with the delegations policy).  The 
policy considers all financial aspects 
such as accounting, reporting and 
auditing, financial accounts, payroll, 
records, asset registers, accounting 
and payment systems.

Budgets vs Actual – Financial Results 
from 2016-2017
The AILA continues to be in a strong 
financial position moving into the 
new financial year.  The consolidated 
financial results (combination of all 
states and national profit and loss) saw 
AILA make a profit of $73,744 compared 
to a projected or budgeted profit of 
$95,791 which equates to 3.3% of the 
total income received.  Each State has 
continued to take ownership of their 
budgets and has meet their targets, and 
for that they should be commended.

A detailed report of finances for the 
2016-2017 financial year has been 
included in this Annual Report document.

The following working groups 
concluded their term in the 16/17 
financial year:

 » National Regional Working Group (‘RWG) | Chair: David 
Moir 

 » AILA National Constitutional Review Working Group 
(‘CRWG’) | Chair: Michael Ryan FAILA

 » Landscape Architecture Australia Editorial Advisory 
Panel (‘LAA EAP’) | Chair: Jenny Rayment FAILA 

A number of new committees have recently formed, this 
includes;

 » Annual Publication Working Group | Chair: Linda 
Corkery FAILA

 » Connection to Country Working group |Co-Chairs: Jared 
Barnes AILA and Paul Herzich AILA

We would like to thank all members who have and continue 
to participate in the national committees and working groups.
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[11]AILA 50th congratulations! Been a privilege 
to be part of it – ever evolving and making a 
difference – the film was excellent – a proud 
reminder of formative years that established 
our profession and laid foundations for what it 
means to be a Landscape Architect! Well done 
AILA! And here’s to the next 50 years and where 
AILA will go! 
Christine Murphy

Extract from book of messages celebrating AILA’s 50th Birthday

National Advocacy Committee (NAC)
Chair: James Grant FAILA
The National Advocacy Committee (NAC) had an effective 
12 months. A key focus of this period was working to develop 
an Advocacy Matrix Framework which was initially tested and 
refined in NSW to help guide the local activities in that state. 
The matrix identifies key issues or topics, major projects 
these issues may relate to, and key stakeholders or agencies 
involved. This informs an action plan to be implemented by 
the committee and feeds information up to the NAC.

The NAC then worked with the Victoria, Queensland and 
South Australia chapters to establish an Advocacy Matrix for 
each state. The Advocacy Matrix helps to steer the agenda 
of NAC and, inform, align and focus strategy.

A review of all AILA Policy Statements were undertaken in 
2017, and any redundant statements archived. A number of 
newly developed policy position statements we finalised and 
published with existing policies on the advocacy page of the 
AILA website AILA including:

 » Adaptation to the Changing Climate: Building Resilience

 » Healthy Communities - Healthy Living Landscape 
solutions

 » Active Travel

 » Landscape Architects and Bushfires

 » The Critical Role of Landscape Architects in Local 
Government

A huge thank you to the NAC members of 2016-2017.

National Education Committee (NEC)
Chair: Dr Shannon Satherley AILA
This year, the NEC has continued the implementation of 
the 2015 Accreditation Policy, working toward completing a 
full cycle of reviews of all Programs in accordance with the 
new policy.

To July 2017, two university programs have been reviewed by 
National Accreditation Review Teams (NARTs) in accordance 
with the new policy:

 » University of Canberra received preliminary accreditation 
of their Bachelor of Landscape Architecture (Honours);

 » University of Technology Sydney had an interim 
accreditation review visit, recommending the existing 
program be revised to meet policy requirements, or a 
new program proposed. A review for Accreditation for a 
revised program, or Preliminary Accreditation for a new 
program will be scheduled for 2018 or 2019.

Three further reviews will occur in 2017: NARTs will visit the 
University of Western Australia and the University of New South 
Wales in August to review programs for full accreditation. A 
full accreditation program review at RMIT is scheduled for 
November. 

With the accreditation process running smoothly, the NEC 
is focussing on the promotion of landscape architecture 
research, via two initiatives:

 » Developing a new ‘Theory and Research’ branch of the 
AILA Tree of Knowledge. A position paper has been 
developed and reviewed, and a branch structure is in 
development;

 » The AILA-supported, QUT-led study of national 
Threshold Learning Outcomes will contribute to 
the development of a National Strategic Research 
Framework. Workshops were held through 2017, 
including at the National Festival. All data has now been 
collected, and is being analysed for reporting to the 
Department of Education and Training in 2018.
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National Practice Committee (NPC)
Chair: Angus Bruce AILA
The NPC is focussed on ensuring that the right tools and 
mechanisms exist so as to enable all AILA members to perform 
at the highest and most current level of professional practice.

This year’s focus has been on:

 » Pooling our existing knowledge and relevant resources 
to consolidate the Tree of Knowledge

 » Identifying further areas where key knowledge can be 
provided to members, and

 » Establishing a long term mechanism for professional 
development and wider industry practice awareness.

The Tree of Knowledge continues to grow and through 
increased engagement by AILA members, more and more 
material is being linked to it, further increasing its value and 
purpose. Intended as the “one-stop shop” for a raft of practice 
information and general professional knowledge on topics of 
Design + Construction, Planning, Environment, Legislation, 
& Professional Practice, it continues to expand to include 
more references, links and outcomes from the other AILA 
committees. Excitingly, next will see the gradual inclusion of 
CPD stored presentations, online learning content and links 
to academic papers – all through the linked up efforts of the 
NPC, CPD and Education Committees.

Additionally, over the course of last year, the NPC has issued 
a renewed National Salary Survey, from which we have been 
able to inform members of the wider issues around gender 
spread, and professional population make up. The cumulative 
effect of conducting regular annual salary surveys will also help 
us understand current and future trends. The same survey 
also pooled feedback from the membership on fee bench 
marking and information from this will be disseminated shortly.

Aside from the ongoing access to free annual legal advice, 
discounted insurance premiums, reduced fees on Australian 
Standards, we have also produced DRAFT papers for member 
feedback on Working Internationally, Work Experience, and 
Competitions. As is always the case, feedback is critical, so 
watch out for when these are shared and please give comment.

Future topics for the NPC for next year include an Intern+Work 
Experience framework, BIM for Landscape Architecture and 
Natspec.

National CPD Committee (NCPD)
Chair: Greg Stephens AILA
This last year the National CPD Committee has continued to 
build on the foundational work - begun last year - of creating a 
comprehensive framework to guide the Institute in delivering 
CPD for members. The committee has undertaken further work 
to support providers in creating professional development 
that offers useful and engaging learning. This work includes 
reviewing presentations developed by providers on an adhoc 
basis. We are trialling a new approach to assessment for 
formal CPD which can be used across a range of activities 
and which places a greater emphasis on the application of 
learning back in the workplace. Our other foundational work 
has been continued support for the implementation of the Tree 
of Knowledge. This remains a standing agenda item for the 
committee, reflecting our focus in populating and enhancing 
the site as a valuable resource for members.

Following consultation with the CEO, the committee has 
adopted a greater role in the identification and development 
of topics that can be offered nationally. We have taken 
advantage of the breadth of knowledge and experience of 
committee members - together with their connection at the 
local level – to suggest topics of potential national interest, 
create session outlines and then pass these on to the national 
office for implementation. Two proposed events have been 
taken up, with further topics in the pipeline. The committee 
is also using its ‘helicopter view’ to identify local events that 
could be shared nationally and to seek opportunities to record 
content for broader distribution.

More recently, the committee has been working with the 
National Membership Committee in its development of the 
Pathways to Leadership proposal as a long-term mechanism 
for membership, learning and recognition. We have provided 
feedback on the CPD component of the proposal and plan 
to take a lead role in the consultation and implementation 
processes for the CPD elements.

Going forward, our aim is to make the most of the national 
perspective provided by the committee members to focus 
(1) on identifying relevant professional development and (2) 
on ways in which we can share it more broadly and make it 
more accessible to all members.
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National Membership Committee (NMC)
Chair: Darren Atkinson FAILA
The NMC has worked over the last year to implement policies 
and procedures for AILA membership with the objective of 
increasing membership numbers while providing the existing 
members with support and professional benefits including 
access to the Salary Survey.

As a result the AILA has seen membership numbers increase 
from 2,841 (1,305 RLA’s) in July 2016 to 3,207 (1,481 RLA’s) in 
July 2017.

We reviewed over 49 Senior Entry candidates and have, 
with the success of an extra registration initiated last year, 
the next intake closing 31st August 2016.

We have continued to investigate the potential to change 

membership categories.  Communication with the membership 
inviting feedback will be a focus for the coming year.  One 
objective is to deliver registration study modules online to 
improve access for regional members to the registration 
process. The online modules can be tailored to suit the 
various levels of membership and are likely to be supported 
by face-to-face mentoring where possible.

And finally, our members are encouraged to participate in the 
International Festival of Landscape Architecture in Sydney 
later in the year.

Thanks to all committee members for their ongoing contribution.

National Honours Committee
Chair: Jane Easthope AILA
Commencing early in the 2016 calendar year, the National 
Honours Committee has significantly progressed its purpose 
and operational objectives. Simply, the Committee is concerned 
with acknowledging exceptional people distinct from awards 
for Landscape Architecture. The purpose being to make 
recommendations to the Board of Directors on matters 
regarding recognition and awarding landscape architects 
both within the Institute and externally. Benefits include 
raising the profile of the profession, as well as recognising the 
achievements of members thereby assisting in membership 
growth and retention.

In summary the Committee has, and continues to, review and 
advise on the best approaches to recognising individuals’ 
contribution to the profession of Landscape Architecture and 
the categories for Fellows and together with the National 
Office seek out external opportunities for celebrating the 
achievements of landscape architects.

Key outputs have been:

Award categories.
The Committee has prepared a draft survey for members 
seeking contribution and feedback on recognising and 
rewarding the people of the profession of Landscape 
Architecture. The survey includes a draft proposal listing 
suggesting awards including Emerging Achiever, Future 
Leader, Landscape Architect of the Year, Gold Medal (replacing 
the Award In Landscape Architecture), State Presidents’ 
Awards, Honorary Fellowship Award and National President’s 
Prize, and Fellowship.  The Committee has determined draft 
criteria, eligibility, award panel, entry path either via state 
or direct nationally, and timing either at World Landscape 
Architecture Month or the annual Festival. The intention being 
to publish the survey in early 2017/18.

External awards.
All Chapter Presidents and Managers have been consulted 
on the identification of exceptional individuals so that the 
Committee could assist in nominating for external awards 
such as the Australia Day Honours and the Australian of the 
Year awards. The Committee has sought advice on other 
relevant high-profile people based awards and the best 
process/procedures for States and Territories to regularly 
communicate with the Committee. A draft Discussion Paper 
and a draft Guide for nominating members for external awards 
have both been produced.

Student and graduate awards.
The Committee has compiled a list of all tertiary student awards 
used to inform the master list of exceptional people awards. 
Also produced was a partially complete draft Discussion Paper.

Fellows.
A questionnaire seeking advice and feedback on Fellowship, 
Lifetime Achievement Award in Landscape Architecture, The 
President’s Prize and Honorary Fellowship drew considered 
responses from almost 100 members. This resulted in a 
Discussion Paper for consideration by the Board of Directors.

Gender equity.
During 2016-2017 the Committee became concerned with 
the higher proportion of males to females being recognised, 
particularly as Fellows. The draft survey created in late 
2016/17 also sought commentary and opinion on balancing 
the gender of award recipients.

You’ve inspired us again and reminded us why we do what we 
do! Happy 5 decades….May you continue to inspire and inform.
Georgia xxx

Extract from book of messages celebrating AILA’s 50th Birthday
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This year AILA celebrated turning 50. And apart from celebrating 
this important milestone, AILA continues to build upon its financial 
base. This financial year saw the organisation reach into $2 
million turnover, with renewed enthusiasm with its members, 
affiliates and partners.

In FY2016/17, revenue increased from $1,887,982 to $2,212,597, 
with 35% of the total coming from Membership fees and 26% 
from events and the Festival and 25% from corporate partners. 
The remaining balance is from the sale of publications, job 
advertisement fees, awards submission and attendance and 
grants. The diverse income demonstrating in part, the various 
support that the Institute provides to its membership.

Income from membership fees has increased from $752,293 to 
$775,335 or 3%, with corporate partners contributing $572,542 
across AILA not including specific event sponsorship. Event 
specific revenue has increased from $353,767 to $592,214, an 
increase of 40%. And awards revenue increasing from $99,158 to 
$173,727 or 43%. This revenue represents a mix of attendance 
fees and sponsorship. Some events are then able to be provided 
free to members or free to students.

Revenue growth at a National level is supported by strong 
financial performances by the State and Territory Chapters with 
most of the chapters meeting or exceeding agreed budgets for 
FY 2016/17. I congratulate the State and Territory Executives 
and staff and look forward to seeing all Chapters use revenue 
growth in the coming years to support and increase activities 
and member benefits. Each staff member at AILA works above 
and beyond and should be proud of their achievements – not 
just the figures but the exceptional support and service to the 
members.

The overall profit from the organisation was $73,744, which is 
great result and thus shows that AILA with all its achievements 
is still in a sound financial position and has no concerns of going 
concern.  This surplus then builds on last year’s profit of $78,584.

The Finance Audit and Risk Committee (FRAP) continues to 
provide guidance to the Board on financial and risk matters, 
meeting quarterly to review our financial position and risk register. 

Finance
Report
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